
K2 Energy Solutions, Inc. Charges up
Internationally with Exhibition at The Battery
Show in Hannover Germany May 15-17
HENDERSON, NV, USA, April 13, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Cell, Battery and
Systems Innovator, K2 Energy, will be
exhibiting and networking with over 300
other energy storage providers at The
Battery Show in Hannover Germany. The
Battery Show is Europe’s largest trade
fair for advanced battery technology,
systems, materials, components, and
recycling. K2 is actively involved in all
aspects of battery solutions, from
application specific cell chemistry to
large scale energy storage system
implementation, and looks forward to the
coming opportunity to share their
enthusiasm on all things battery related.

“Europe is powering up their energy
storage needs and K2 is going to be
there to meet this demand.  We want to
create a positive, innovative experience
with our partners and customers.”
explains Sean Campbell, K2’s President
and CEO. “We will be showcasing all of our newest product offerings while networking with industry
experts discussing our upcoming projects from our newly released U1 Battery line, Starter Battery,
and details on our new High Capacity Power Cells and UPS2U Rack Systems.” Campbell states. 
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The Battery Show exhibition will be a window into K2’s
aggressive growth and growing global footprint. Combined
with K2’s newly completed projects and energy storage
designs, this will certainly be a worthwhile event.
Knowledgeable K2 Energy representatives will be available to
demonstrate and discuss solutions for energy storage needs
and details on the new and exciting features now available.

K2 Energy was founded in the growing technology hub of
Henderson, Nevada in 2006, and is a leading developer and
producer of Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries, which are used
in many advanced medical, industrial, and military

applications as well as powering a variety of electric vehicles. K2 produces both energy-optimized
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and power-optimized products, which have a multitude of consumer, product, safety, and
environmental benefits compared to traditional lead acid batteries. 

K2 Energy not only provides cutting edge technology in the Lithium ion energy storage market, but
has a world class team of scientists and engineers with extensive knowledge and experience in all
aspects of energy storage design, systems integration, manufacturing, support testing and quality
control. K2 offers inception to implementation (turnkey) solutions for our customers.   Our knowledge
base encompasses from the cell to the pack and system level while being able to optimize battery
solutions to achieve customer goals
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